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Valve Seat Recession (VSR) is a problem that occurs with older (pre-1986) motor vehicles
depending upon their mode of operation. It can occur when these vehicles are operated
on lead free petrols. This problem has nothing to do with the octane level of fuels. VSR
usually occurs under conditions when engine combustion temperatures are higher than
normal, such as under wide-open throttle or when pulling heavy loads.
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What is Valve Seat Recession (VSR)?
VSR is erosion and wear of valve seats due to the softening effects of high internal engine
heat. The softened valve seats tend to be hammered by the valve closing against them,
which causes the valve to sink or recede into the seat. As the valve sinks deeper into the
seat, the engine’s breathing capabilities are reduced, resulting in loss of power and fuel
economy. As the valves sink further into the seats, tappet clearance will be reduced,
leading to burnt valves. This causes loss of compression, resulting in misfiring, hard
starting and substantial loss of power.
What causes VSR?
VSR is associated with engines that operate under high temperature and/or high load
conditions, generated by continuous motorway driving at sustained higher speeds and by
towing or pulling heavy loads. Increased engine temperature under these conditions
causes VSR.
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What vehicles are affected?
VSR is only applicable to older engines (pre-1986), and of these, only those not equipped
with hardened valve seats. The types of engines that may suffer are those where the valve
seats are cut directly into the cast iron cylinder head material (or cylinder blocks in the case
of side valve engines). Previously the valve seats were protected by lead contained in fuel
that deposited on the valve seats and provided a cushion for the valve to close against.
Reality of the problem of VSR
VSR can be a problem in the engines of the vehicles described, which includes many early
Australian-manufactured vehicles.
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How did old leaded fuels overcome VSR?
The lead compounds used in the old Super petrol served two purposes. Firstly, it was a
very effective octane booster, and secondly, it provided a cushioning effect between the
valves and the valve seats. The cushioning effect of the lead allowed engine
manufacturers to produce motors without the need for hardened valve seats. The problem
of VSR has only arisen since Super (Leaded) fuel has been taken from the market.
Effect of lead replacement fuels (LRP) on VSR
First introduced in Western Australia on 1 January 2000, LRP has met with a mixed
reaction from users. LRP is generally composed of Premium Unleaded Petrol (PULP) to
which the refineries add an additive to protect against VSR. Under normal operating
conditions this fuel provides adequate protection for the vehicles described above.
However, under harsh conditions, such as pulling heavy loads and at consistent high
speeds, the LRP fuel may not provide sufficient protection against VSR and the use of an
additive should be considered.
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Can Nulon help?
The simple answer is yes! The use of Nulon Octane Boost & Clean (OBC) or Pro Strength
Octane Booster (PSO) will provide complete protection against VSR under all operating
conditions. Both of these superior products are based on manganese technology and
when used as directed also boost the octane performance of LRP.
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For how long will LRP be available?
We do not know the accurate answer to this question. However, we can say that LRP will
only be available for a few years before being phased out completely. At that point, the
owners of vehicles described above will have no option other than to use products such
as Nulon Octane Boost & Clean or Pro Strength Octane Booster if they wish to continue
using their vehicles.
How to use Nulon products to protect against VSR
When Nulon OBC is used at recommended treat rates for its octane-boosting and cleaning
benefits, the fuel being treated will automatically receive ample VSR protection. Similarly,
Nulon PSO will provide optimum protection against VSR when used at recommended
treat rates for its octane-boosting benefits. In fact, when either of these products is used
as described above it is not necessary to use LRP at all – PULP can be used if preferred, or
if it is less expensive.
How do I use OBC or PSO just for VSR protection?
PSO – Add 1ml per litre of fuel
OBC – Add 4ml per litre of fuel
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Should any of our valued clients require more technical, unbiased information on this subject,
they are welcome to write or phone us on:
Nulon Products Australia Pty Ltd
Unit 1, 4 Narabang Way
BELROSE NSW
AUSTRALIA 2085
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